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K&F Concept K234A7+BH-28L Tripod
The K&F Concept  K234A7+BH-28L Tripod is  designed for  dynamic  photographers  and filmmakers  who need reliable  equipment  in  the
field.  Its  central  column,  which  rotates  90°,  opens  up  new  possibilities  for  macro  and  product  photography.  The  sturdy  construction
provides stable support for equipment weighing up to approximately 9.98 kg, which is crucial for advanced camera and lens users. You
can easily adjust the product for low-angle shots, and the intuitive leg locking system ensures quick adjustment to the perfect height.
 
Innovative Design and Patented Solutions
The K&F Concept K234A7+BH-28L Tripod introduces an innovative horizontal central column with the ability to rotate 90°, increasing the
range of vertical movement and allowing horizontal movement, offering incredible versatility for photography, especially in product and
macro photography.
 
High Load Capacity and Stability
The K&F product is incredibly durable and capable of supporting equipment with a maximum weight of approximately 9.98 kg. Thanks to
the 23mm leg tubes, it ensures secure and stable support for DSLR cameras from Canon, Nikon, Sony, and others.
 
Versatile Recording Options
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The  central  column  of  the  tripod  can  be  reversed  to  a  low-angle  position,  and  the  ball  head  damping  system  allows  easy  camera
positioning at various angles (vertical shots or overhead shots), which is perfect for panoramas and macro photography.
 
Wide Range of Heights
You  can  quickly  and  easily  adjust  the  tripod's  height  in  the  range  from  19.7"  to  91".  Additionally,  the  detachable  monopod  can  be
extended to a length of 84.5", providing stability and flexibility in various photographic conditions.
 
Quick Leg Locking System
Thanks to the quick leg locking system, you can easily loosen or tighten the tripod legs with one hand. The locking screw is wrapped in
soft rubber for comfort and to prevent slipping.
 
	Manufacturer
	K+F
	Model
	KF09.087V5
	
TRIPOD
	
	Number of Legs
	4
	Tubing Diameter
	2.3 cm
	Maximum Height
	200 cm
	Folded Length
	49 cm
	Maximum Load Capacity
	10 kg
	Weight
	1.83 kg
	
BALL HEAD
	
	Maximum Load Capacity
	10 kg
	Bottom Interface
	3/8"
	Ball Diameter
	2.8 cm
	Height
	8 cm
	Weight
	0.26 kg
	Material
	Aluminum Alloy
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Price:

€ 105.01

Photo, Other, Video, Accessories
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